
Tuesday 01/31/2023
Week 2

2nd Performing Arts 7:45am - 3:45pm
Jazz Scape
Arts Standards & Common Core Connections

MU:Cr1.1 Imagine - Generate musical ideas for various purposes and contexts.
MU:Cr2.1 Plan and Make - Select and develop musical ideas for defined purposes and contexts
MU:Cr2.1.2b Use iconic or standard notation and/or recording technology to combine, sequence, and document
personal musical ideas.
MU:Re7.1 Select - Choose music appropriate for a specific purpose or context.
MU:Re8.1 Interpret - Support interpretations of musical works that reflect creators'/performers' expressive intent.

Objectives: The learners will…

•demonstrate (DOK 3) a jazz interpretational art piece. Music 1C(a)
•perform (DOK 2) creativity through drawing with music. Music 5B(a)
•create (DOK 1) art using expression and music Music 2A(a)
•demonstrate (DOK 4) an understanding of improvisational art Music 2A(a)

Vocabulary
Vocabulary
engage and persist – to become personally involved with a work; to personally connect to a work, commit to the idea,
and persist in the effort

abstract – artwork that gives an idea or feeling of something without actually looking just like it (opposite realism)
melody – arrangement of single tones in a meaningful sequence
Essential Question
Student Self-assessment/Reflection - TLW discuss how they each had an opportunity to engage and persist. TLW
provide details on the process of creation and how this interpretation differs from realism. TLW discuss the variety of
sights and sounds that were heard and seen and how inspiration was gained by listening to the Montgomery brother’s
music. “What were some of the ways you engaged and persisted today? How did listening to the music help you create?
Did you learn anything new from this experience? Please share.”
PA-VA: Just like in music, Performing Artists engage their imagination to create through a song. In Visual Arts,
artists engage their imagination to create a work of art.

CORE CONNECTION (CC): Just like in Language Arts and Math we explore new concepts, in the arts we explore
new ways to express ourselves.

Closing: Sing closing wrap song “Were gonna Act Right! Care! And Think! (2x) Hands to yourself, one talker-at-a-time,

and re-e-e-e-spect!!!! We engaged and persisted today boys and girls!

Lesson / Instruction / Narrative
Engage students in a call and response artist habit of mind introduction song. “Were gonna Act Right! Care! And Think!
(2x) Hands to yourself, one talker-at-a-time, and re-e-e-e-spect!!!! We are going to engage and persist today boys and
girls! Were gonna Act Right! Care! And Think! cha cha cha!”

Introduction/ Warm-up “We are all artists and last week with Ms. B, we chose a variety of ways to create art.….today
we are going to engage and persist ways to interpret jazz music…. So let’s get started.
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The Learner Will (TLW) look at examples of art that was created by the teacher. The art work will show how the teacher
interpreted the music of the Montgomery brothers. The teacher will explain how there isn’t a right or wrong answer in
interpretation of music.
Lesson: First TLW divide his/her paper into fourths to be used during the lesson
• TLW listen to the first song titled “Bock to Bock” by the Montgomery brothers and express themselves through creative

movement. TLW draw an expressive piece in the first quarter of their paper while listening to the music.
• TLW listen to the second song titled “Impressions” by Wes Montgomery and express themselves through creative

movement. TLW draw an expressive piece in the second quarter of their paper while listening to the music.
• TLW listen to the third song titled “A Place in the Sun’ by Monk Montgomery and express themselves through creative

movement. TLW draw an expressive piece in the third quarter of their paper while listening to the music.
• TLW listen to the fourth song titled “You’ve Changed” by Buddy Montgomery and express themselves through creative

movement. TLW draw and expressive piece in the fourth quarter of their paper while listening to the music.
Materials / Resources / Technology
12X18 cardstock, oil pastels, picture of Wes, Monk, and Buddy Montgomery, four pieces of music by the Montgomery
brothers, music player, baby wipes
Differentiation / Modifications
Differentiated instruction as needed per student IEP or requests by education specialist with special needs students.
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